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Abstra t

Despite onsiderable e ort, the state-spa e explosion problem remains an issue in
the analysis of Markov models. Given stru ture, symboli representations an result
in very ompa t en oding of the models. However, a major obsta le for symboli
methods is the need to store the probability ve tor(s) expli itly in main memory.
In this paper, we present a novel algorithm whi h relaxes these memory limitations
by storing the probability ve tor on disk. The algorithm has been implemented
using an MTBDD-based data stru ture to store the matrix and an array to store
the ve tor. We report on experimental results for two ben hmark models, a Kanban
manufa turing system and a exible manufa turing system, with models as large as
133 million states.
1

Introdu tion

Dis rete-state Markovian models are widely employed for the analysis of ommuni ation networks and omputer systems. It is often onvenient to model
su h systems as Continuous Time Markov Chains (CTMCs), provided probability distributions are assumed to be exponential. A CTMC may be represented by a set of states and a transition rate matrix Q ontaining state
transition rates as oeÆ ients. A CTMC an be analysed using probabilisti
model he king. Required or desired performan e properties are spe i ed as
formulas in the temporal logi CSL and then automati ally veri ed using the
appropriate model he king algorithms. A ore omponent of these algorithms
is the omputation of the steady-state probabilities of the CTMC. This is redu ible to the lassi al problem of solving a system of linear equations of the
form Ax = b where b = 0. A range of solution te hniques exist to ombat the
?
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so- alled state-spa e explosion (also known as largeness) problem in this area.
These in lude symboli te hniques [8,13,15,25,14℄, on-the- y methods [11℄ and
Krone ker methods [22℄. While some new developments su h as Matrix Diagrams (MDs) [5,4,20℄ and hybrid MTBDD methods [19℄ allow for a very
ompa t and time eÆ ient en oding of CTMC matri es, they are obstru ted
by expli it storage of the probability ve tor(s) needed during the numeri al
solution phase.
An established dire tion of resear h in the area of Markov modelling has
on erned numeri al solution te hniques whi h store the CTMC matrix expli itly, using a sparse storage format. These are the most generally appli able te hniques, fast though not as ompa t as the symboli methods.
Improvements have been obtained through using disks (so alled out-of- ore
te hniques 2 ) to store the CTMC matrix [10℄ and parallelising the disk-based
numeri al solutions [16,2℄. However, the in- ore memory requirements for
these methods are also dominated by the storage of a ve tor with size proportional to the number of states in the model.
The authors have presented, in [17℄, an out-of- ore algorithm whi h relaxes
the above mentioned memory limitations on the expli it sparse methods. In
this paper, we introdu e a novel algorithm whi h relaxes the same memory
limitations for symboli methods; we all the algorithm a symboli out-of- ore
algorithm.
The philosophy behind our symboli out-of- ore algorithm is to store the
CTMC matrix using the MTBDD-based data stru ture of [19℄ and to store the
probability ve tor expli itly on disk. The algorithm divides the probability
ve tor into a ertain number of blo ks for this purpose. Sin e the matrix is
stored in an MTBDD-based data stru ture, blo ks an be extra ted as needed
in the al ulation. It reads into main memory a blo k of the probability ve tor, performs the required al ulation using a matrix blo k extra ted from
the MTBDD-based data stru ture and writes ba k updated elements of the
probability ve tor onto the disk. To obtain performan e from the algorithm,
the work is divided between two on urrent pro esses; one performs the omputation while the other s hedules the disk reading and writing. The memory
requirement of the algorithm is dependent on the number of blo ks; the higher
the number of blo ks the probability ve tor is divided into, the less memory
is required by the algorithm at a ost of in reased run time. We give experimental results from the implementation of the symboli out-of- ore algorithm
applied to a Kanban manufa turing system [6℄ and a Flexible Manufa turing
System (FMS) [7℄.
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Algorithms that are designed to a hieve high performan e when their data stru tures

are stored on disk are known as

out-of- ore algorithms;

algorithms in numeri al linear algebra, see [27℄.
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1.1 The Tool PRISM

All the CTMC matri es used in this paper were generated by the PRISM tool
[18℄. PRISM, a probabilisti model he ker being developed at the University
of Birmingham, is a tool for analysing probabilisti systems. It supports
three models: dis rete-time Markov hains, ontinuous-time Markov hains
and Markov de ision pro esses. For the numeri al solution phase, it provides
three engines: one using pure MTBDDs, one based on in- ore sparse iterative
methods, and a third whi h is a hybrid of the rst two. Several ase studies
have been analysed [23℄. This paper is part of an e ort to improve the range
of solution methods provided by PRISM.
2

Numeri al Considerations

We fo us in this paper on the numeri al solution of ontinuous time Markov
hains. The task of solving a CTMC to obtain the steady-state probabilities
ve tor an be mathemati ally written as:
Q = 0;

where

 2 Rn

Q

2

n 1
X
i=0

i = 1;

(1)

R nn is the in nitesimal generator matrix of the CTMC, and

is the steady state probability ve tor. The matri es Q are usually very
sparse; further details about the properties of these matri es an be found in
[26℄. The equation (1) an be reformulated as QT T = 0, and well-known
methods for the solution of systems of linear equations of the form Ax = b
an be used.
The numeri al solution methods for linear systems of the form Ax = b
are broadly lassi ed into dire t methods and iterative methods. For large
systems, dire t methods be ome impra ti al due to the phenomenon of llin, aused by the generation of new entries during the fa torisation phase.
Iterative methods generate a sequen e of approximations that only onverges
in the limit to the solution. Beginning with a given approximate solution,
these methods modify the omponents of the approximation in ea h iteration,
until a required a ura y is a hieved. See [12℄ for further information on dire t
methods and [24,26℄ for iterative methods.
We on entrate here on stationary iterative methods. In ea h iteration of
the Ja obi method, for example, we al ulate:
x(k)
i

= a1

ii

bi

X
j 6=i
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x(k
aij
j

!

;

(2)

for 0  i < n, where aij denotes the element in row i and olumn j of matrix
A. We note in equation (2) that the new approximation of the solution ve tor
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(xi(k)) is al ulated using only the old approximation of the solution (x(kj 1) ).
The Gauss-Seidel (GS) iterative method, whi h in pra ti e onverges faster
than the Ja obi method, uses the most re ently available approximation of
the solution:
1
x(k)
i =
a

bi

ii

X
j<i

X

x(k)
j aij

j>i

x(k
j

1)

!

(3)

aij ;

for 0  i < n.
In the Ja obi method, the order in whi h entries of A are a essed within a
single iteration is unimportant. For Gauss-Seidel, a ess to individual olumns
is required. For these reasons, symboli implementations of iterative methods
based on MTBDDs are better suited to Ja obi than Gauss-Seidel. Parker
[21℄ resolves this problem by introdu ing the `Pseudo Gauss-Seidel' method,
a ompromise between Ja obi and Gauss-Seidel. Assuming that the matrix
A is split into B  B blo ks of size n=B  n=B , Pseudo Gauss-Seidel an be
des ribed as:
x(k)
i

= a1

ii

bi

X

j<Ni



aij x(k)
j

X

j Ni ^j 6=i



1)
aij x(k
j

!

where Ni = bi=(n=B )  n=B . Be ause a ess to the entries of A is on a blo kby-blo k basis, this method is also well suited to MTBDD-based methods.
Sin e ea h iteration uses some elements of the most re ent approximation,
Pseudo Gauss-Seidel generally onverges faster than Ja obi.
The onvergen e hara teristi s of Pseudo Gauss-Seidel for the omputation of steady-state probabilities are similar to those of Ja obi and GaussSeidel, as presented for example in [26℄. This is be ause, like the other two
methods, Pseudo-Gauss Seidel an be shown to be based on a regular splitting.
See [21℄ for more details.
In all the experiments presented in this paper, we hose the relative error
riterion:
1)
j
x(k)
x(k
j
i
i
max
(k)
i
j xi j
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CTMC Storage

MTBDDs (Multi-Terminal Binary De ision Diagrams) [8,1℄ are an extension of
BDDs (Binary De ision Diagrams). An MTBDD is a rooted, dire ted a y li
graph whi h represents a fun tion mapping Boolean variables to real numbers.
By en oding their indi es as Boolean variables, real-valued ve tors and matri es an be represented as MTBDDs. It has been shown in [8,1,13,15℄ how
basi operations su h as matrix addition and matrix-ve tor multipli ation an
4
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be performed with MTBDDs and how this an be used to implement iterative
numeri al solution te hniques su h as the Power and Ja obi methods.
The most important advantage of the MTBDD data stru ture is that it an
provide extremely ompa t storage for very large, stru tured matri es, su h as
those derived from high-level des riptions of CTMCs. Unfortunately, the performan e of MTBDD-based numeri al omputation has often been found to be
poor, espe ially in omparison to traditional, expli it implementations based
on sparse matri es and arrays. The drawba k of sparse matri es, however, is
that they an be expensive in terms of memory.
In [18℄, a hybrid approa h to numeri al solution is presented, representing
the matrix as an MTBDD and the solution ve tor as an array. This is a hieved
by making modi ations to the MTBDD, labelling nodes with integer o sets.
The entries of the matrix an then be extra ted by traversing the nodes and
edges of the graph and using the o sets to al ulate indi es into the solution
ve tor. It was found that this hybrid approa h retained the ompa t storage
advantages of MTBDDs and ould almost mat h the solution speed of sparse
matri es.
4

Related Work

We use the term \impli it methods" in this paper for the numeri al solution
methods whi h use some kind of symboli data stru ture for the storage of
a CTMC matrix. The term \expli it" will be used to denote the numeri al
solution methods whi h store the CTMC matrix using a sparse data stru ture.
Impli it methods o er a ompa t representation of stru tured Markov
models and enable the fastest solutions for very large models with a ertain
stru ture. Several developments in the area of symboli methods for the analysis of Markovian models have o urred re ently. We note the hybrid symboli
approa h of Kwiatkowska et al. [19℄ whose solution method is based on Ja obi
iteration. An alternative is the stru tural de omposition approa h of Ciardo
and Miner [5,4,20℄, whi h results in a exible data stru ture alled Matrix
Diagrams (MDs) that an be used with the Gauss-Seidel iterative method for
the analysis of a wide range of models. However, as these resear hers have
stated, symboli methods are hindered by the memory requirement for the
storage of the probability ve tor(s).
In Table 1, we summarise the main representative approa hes used for overoming the state spa e explosion problem when analysing sto hasti models.
We on entrate on the data stru tures used to store the matrix and ve tor,
and whether they are stored in- or out-of- ore.
The MTBDD-based methods use MTBDDs to store both the matrix as well
as the ve tor (in- ore). This approa h be omes impra ti al for large models
be ause of ineÆ ient MTBDD representation of the probability ve tor, despite
the fa t that the MTBDD representation of the CTMC matrix an be very
ompa t (using less memory than the ve tor). The hybrid approa h of [19℄
5
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ombines MTBDDs and expli it methods (x3). The matrix is stored using an
MTBDD, labelled with o sets, and the ve tor is stored in- ore, as an array.
Its limitation is the expli it storage of the probability ve tor(s). The next two
approa hes (Krone ker and PDGs) are based on a ompa t representation of
the CTMC matrix using Krone ker expressions. The rst of these o ers a
ompa t representation of the CTMC matrix but requires expli it storage of
the ve tor. The se ond uses the Probabilisti De ision Graph data stru ture
to provide a symboli (hen e ompa t) storage of the probability ve tor. In
pra ti e, it has been shown that this is not very eÆ ient. The Matrix Diagrams
of Ciardo and Miner also su er from the expli it storage of the probability
ve tor. The symboli out-of- ore approa h introdu ed in this paper is listed
next, where the matrix is stored in- ore using an o set-labelled MTBDD [19℄
and the ve tor is stored on disk. This approa h does not have the memory
limitations stated for all other impli it methods in Table 1.
The rst expli it out-of- ore method listed in Table 1 was introdu ed by
Deavours and Sanders [9,10℄, where the ve tor is stored expli itly in RAM as
an array and a disk is used to store the matrix expli itly. In [17℄ this method
was further extended by storing the ve tor as well as the matrix on disk. This
extension relaxes the memory limitations on out-of- ore methods aused by
the need to store the probability ve tor in RAM.
Method

Matrix (Q)
Data stru ture In- ore/Out-of- ore

Ve tor ()
Data stru ture In- ore/Out-of- ore

Impli it Methods
MTBDDs
[13,15,14℄
Hybrid
[19,21℄
Krone ker
[22℄
PDGs
[3℄
Matrix Diagrams
[5,4,20℄
This paper

MTBDD

In- ore

MTBDD

In- ore

O set-labelled
MTBDD
Krone ker
Expression
Krone ker
Expression
Matrix
Diagram
O set-labelled
MTBDD

In- ore

Array

In- ore

In- ore

Array

In- ore

In- ore

PDG

In- ore

In- ore

Array

In- ore

In- ore

Array

Out-of- ore

Out-of- ore

Array

In- ore

Out-of- ore

Array

Out-of- ore

Expli it Methods
Out-of- ore
[9,10℄
Out-of- ore
[17℄

Sparse
matrix
Sparse
matrix

Table 1
Various storage s hemes for CTMC analysis
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This paper reports on a new approa h ombining ideas from symboli [19℄
and out-of- ore [17℄ methods. This new approa h, whi h we all the symboli
out-of- ore method, uses the o set-labelled MTBDD data stru ture of [19℄ to
store the CTMC matrix in- ore, while the probability ve tor is kept expli itly
on a disk. As the name implies, the method is a omposite of out-of- ore and
symboli te hniques. The aim of this approa h is to eliminate the bottlene k
imposed on symboli methods, aused by the need to expli itly store the
probability ve tor in main memory.
The main di eren e between the symboli out-of- ore method introdu ed
in this paper and our earlier out-of- ore approa h of [17℄ lies in the way the
CTMC matrix is stored. In [17℄, the matrix is stored expli itly on disk, as
opposed to symboli ally in this paper; the probability ve tor is stored out-ofore expli itly for both approa hes. The advantage of the symboli out-of- ore
approa h over the out-of- ore algorithm of [17℄ is redu ed disk I/O at a ost of
in reased CPU usage. However, the limitations on symboli methods aused
by the need for matri es to have stru ture apply to the symboli out-of- ore
solution, whereas the method of [17℄ has no su h restri tions.
5

A Symboli

Out-of-Core Solution with MTBDDs

The philosophy behind the symboli out-of- ore solution introdu ed here is
to keep the matrix in- ore, in an appropriate symboli data stru ture, and
to store the probability ve tor on disk. The iteration ve tor an be divided
into any number of blo ks and these blo ks an be stored on a disk. During
the iterative omputation phase, these ve tor blo ks an be fet hed from disk,
one after another, into main memory to perform the numeri al omputation.
We have used o set-labelled MTBDDs [19,21℄ for CTMC storage, while the
iteration ve tor for numeri al omputation has been kept on disk as an array.
5.1 The Algorithm

The symboli out-of- ore algorithm, given in Figure 1, omprises two onurrent pro esses: the Disk-IO pro ess and the Compute pro ess. We have
implemented this algorithm on UNIX and Linux using two separate pro esses
ommuni ating via shared memory and syn hronising using semaphores. The
algorithm a hieves ommuni ation between the two pro esses by using the
shared memory blo ks Dbox and boxx . The pro esses syn hronise by alling
the fun tions Wait() and Signal().
The algorithm assumes that the CTMC matrix to be solved is stored inore, using the o set-labelled MTBDD data stru ture [19℄. The matrix is
virtually divided into B  B square blo ks of dimension n=B  n=B , where
some of the blo ks might be empty. Figure 2 shows the division of a matrix
resulting from the Flexible Manufa turing System (FMS) model of [7℄ into
4  4 blo ks. What we mean here by \virtually" is des ribed later in this
7
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Integer onstant: B (number of blo ks)
Semaphores: S1 , S2 : o upied
Shared variable: Dbox (to read diagonal blo ks into RAM)
Shared variables: box0 , box1 (to read solution ve tor  blo ks into RAM)
Disk-IO pro ess

Compute pro ess

1. Lo al variable: h, i, j , k
2. k B 1
3. while not onverged
4. for i = 0 to B 1
5.
if i = 0 then j
B 1
6.
else j
i 1
7.
for h = 0 to B 1
8.
if h 6= 0
9.
if not an empty blo k
10.
read j from disk
11.
Signal(S1)
12.
Wait(S2 )
13.
if h = 0
14.
read Di into Dbox
15.
write k to disk
16.
if j = 0 then j
B 1
17.
else j
j 1
18.
k k + 1 mod B

1. Lo al variable: i, j
2. while not onverged
3. for i = 0 to B 1
4.
if i = 0 then j
B 1
5.
else j
i 1
6.
for 0 to B 1
7.
Wait(S1 )
8.
Signal(S2)
9.
if not an empty blo k
10.
A umulate Qij j
11.
if j = 0 then j
B 1
12.
else j
j 1
13.
Update i using Di
14.
he k for onvergen e

Fig. 1. The symboli out-of- ore Pseudo Gauss-Seidel iterative algorithm

se tion, in the ontext of matrix-ve tor blo k multipli ation. The algorithm
assumes n mod B = 0.
The probability ve tor  is also divided into B blo ks, ea h with n=B
elements. In order to avoid onfusion between the j -th element of the probability ve tor  and its j -th blo k, we use j to indi ate the j -th element of
the ve tor  and j to indi ate the j -th blo k of the ve tor ; ij stands for
the j -th element of the blo k i. The algorithm also assumes that the initial
approximation for all the blo ks of the probability ve tor  is stored on disk
ex ept for the last blo k B 1 .
To preserve stru ture in the symboli representation, the diagonal elements
of the CTMC matrix are stored 3 separately as a ve tor d. The ve tor d is
also divided into B blo ks with n=B elements ea h, and is stored on disk.
A diagonal blo k is fet hed from disk (line 14 in disk-IO pro ess) into Dbox
and is overwritten by another diagonal blo k after use. The notation for the
3

Sin e the number of distin t values in the diagonal of the matri es

relatively small,

n

onsidered here is

short pointers to these distin t values are stored instead of doubles.
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0
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600
(3,2)
700

(3,3)

(3,1)

(3,0)

800
0

100

200

300

400

500

600

700

800

Fig. 2. Division of the CTMC matrix of an FMS model into 4  4 square blo ks

probability ve tor des ribed in the above paragraph applies to the diagonal
ve tor; dj stands for the j -th element of the diagonal ve tor and Dk is the
k-th blo k of the diagonal ve tor.
5.1.1 Disk-IO Pro ess.

The Disk-IO pro ess is responsible for all the le I/O work. It reads the
diagonal and the probability ve tor blo ks from disk into RAM, and writes
the new approximations of the probability ve tor onto disk. If required, the
Disk-IO pro ess reads a ve tor blo k in ea h iteration of the inner loop (lines
7 17). The index of a parti ular blo k to be read is determined using the lines
5 6 along with the lines 16 17. The pro ess uses two shared memory arrays
{ box0 and box1 { to read the blo ks from disk into RAM. At one point
in time, one shared memory array (boxx ) is used by the Compute pro ess
for the multipli ation of a matrix blo k and a ve tor blo k (Qij j ), while the
other shared memory array (boxx ) is used by the Disk-IO pro ess to read
the next required ve tor blo k from disk. The variable x alternates between
0 and 1 lo ally within ea h pro ess to determine the shared memory blo k to
be used in a parti ular iteration of the inner loop. For the sake of simpli ity,
we have omitted from the algorithm in Figure 1 information regarding the
indexing of shared memory segments.
In ea h of the rst iterations (h = 0) of the inner loop (lines 7 17),
the new approximation of a ve tor blo k is written to disk instead of a read
operation for a ve tor blo k. The index for the blo k to be written to disk
is determined by the variable k. Another shared memory array (Dbox) of
n=B short integers is used to read a blo k of the diagonal ve tor into RAM.
The diagonal blo k is read in ea h of the rst iterations (h = 0) of the inner
loop. On the other hand, the Compute pro ess uses the shared memory blo k
(Dbox) during ea h of the last iterations of the inner loop. Using two shared
9
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blo ks for the diagonal ve tor may possibly improve the time performan e of
the algorithm with an in rease in the memory requirement.
The high-level stru ture of the algorithm is that of a produ er- onsumer
problem. The Disk-IO pro ess begins by issuing the Signal() operation after
reading a ve tor blo k from disk. Sin e both semaphores { S1 and S2 { are
o upied innitially, the Compute pro ess annot advan e until the Signal()
operation is arried out by the Disk-IO pro ess.
5.1.2 Compute Pro ess.

This pro ess is responsible for all the numeri al omputations involved in the
steady-state solution of a CTMC model. The numeri al iterative method we
employed in this algorithm is the Pseudo Gauss-Seidel method (see x2). Sin e
the ve tor  is read into RAM one blo k after another, we a umulate the
produ ts Qij j in an array of doubles of size n=B for all 0  j < B . These
produ ts are a umulated by line 10 of the Compute pro ess in a lo al array.
The index of the matrix and ve tor blo ks used in the produ ts is determined
using the lines 3 4 along with the lines 11 12. The next approximation
for the blo k i is al ulated by dividing the a umulated produ ts by the
diagonal ve tor blo k (Di).
The Compute pro ess starts with a Wait() operation. After a signal operation from the Disk-IO pro ess, it issues a signal on S2 and pro eeds to the
matrix-ve tor blo k multipli ation. This pro ess is repeated until all the required matrix-ve tor blo k produ ts have been a umulated for the al ulation
of a ve tor blo k. The Compute pro ess then updates the ve tor blo k and
tests for onvergen e. The extra tion of matrix entries from the MTBDDs, as
required for this pro ess, is des ribed in the next se tion.
5.1.3 Matrix-Ve tor Blo k Multipli ation using MTBDDs.

It has been mentioned in x2 that an MTBDD is a rooted, dire ted a y li
graph. The entries of a matrix stored in an MTBDD an be extra ted by
traversing the data stru ture from the root node. Sin e we store the whole
CTMC matrix in a single o set-labelled MTBDD data stru ture (in- ore),
the nave approa h to the matrix-ve tor blo k multipli ation (Qij j ), whi h
is required in ea h iteration of the inner loop (line 10 of the Compute pro ess),
is to traverse the whole data stru ture from the root node. The problem with
this approa h is that, during the traversal, only those matrix entries whi h are
required for this parti ular blo k multipli ation are used, while the remaining
matrix elements have to be ignored.
Therefore, as in our earlier out-of- ore algorithm [17℄, we would like to
store the equally sized square matrix blo ks separately, as shown in Figure
2. However, if we took this approa h, the stru ture of the matrix (whi h is
exploited by the MTBDD data stru ture and results in a ompa t representation) would be lost. Hen e, we de ide to keep the omplete matrix in one
data stru ture and, to make our symboli out-of- ore algorithm time eÆ ient,
10
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we store pointers to the edges in the MTBDD taken for ea h matrix-ve tor
blo k multipli ation. The extra memory required to keep this additional information varies with the number of blo ks and is independent of the number
of states. For up to 64  64 matrix blo ks, this memory does not ex eed 2
MB.
5.2 Results

We have implemented our symboli out-of- ore algorithm on two workstations: an AMD Athlon[tm℄ 1600MHz dual pro essor ma hine running Linux
with 900MB RAM (ma hine1), and an UltraSPARC-II 440MHz CPU ma hine
running UNIX with 512MB RAM (ma hine2). The implementation has been
tested on two large ben hmark models available in the literature, a Kanban
System [6℄ and a Flexible Manufa turing System (FMS) [7℄.
Table 2 presents performan e measures of the algorithm for FMS and Kanban CTMC matri es, implemented and exe uted on ma hine1. The parameter
l in olumn 2 of the table denotes the number of tokens in the FMS or Kanban system; olumn 3 and 4 list the resulting number of rea hable states and
o -diagonal nonzero elements in the CTMC matri es. The number of blo ks
ea h matrix is partitioned into and the resulting total amount of memory used
are listed in olumn 5 and 6 respe tively. The gure for RAM listed in olumn
6 in ludes the memory required for all the ve tor blo ks, for keeping matrix
in o set-labelled MTBDD format, memory for le bu ering and for keeping
additional blo k information.
We note that in reasing the number of blo ks redu es the size of the shared
memory segments and hen e the memory requirement of the solution pro ess,
while on the other hand in reasing the solution time. The number of blo ks for
a CTMC matrix is hosen based on the size of the CTMC and the assumption
that n mod B = 0. For small CTMCs, we divide the ve tor into 4 to 8 blo ks.
As the size of the CTMC in reases, we divide into a larger number of blo ks
Model
Kanban

FMS

l
5
6
7
8
8
9
10
11
12

States
(n)

O -diagonal
non-zeros (a)

Blo ks

2,546,432
11,261,376
41,644,800
133,865,325
4,459,455
11,058,190
25,397,658
54,682,992
111,414,940

24,460,016
115,708,992
450,455,040
1,507,898,700
38,533,968
99,075,405
234,523,289
518,030,370
1,078,917,632

4
4
4
55
5
5
6
8
17

RAM
(MB)

Time (se /it)
in ore

out ore

21
91
359
79
29
75
138
230
224

0.81
3.92
292
{
1.95
8.23
23.5
832
{

2.39
12.7
57.4
1110
5.98
26.7
73.3
257
6734

Iter.

MB
per 

565
767
1003
1044
1255
1424
1605
1784
> 100

20
86
317
1004
34
84
194
417
850

Table 2
Numeri al solution times for the FMS and the Kanban models on ma hine1
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Model
Kanban

FMS

l
5
6
7
8
9
10

States
(n)

O -diagonal
non-zeros (a)

Blo ks

2,546,432
11,261,376
41,644,800
4,459,455
11,058,190
25,397,658

24,460,016
115,708,992
450,455,040
38,533,968
99,075,405
234,523,289

4
4
8
5
5
18

RAM
(MB)

in ore

Time (se /it)
out ore

21
91
180
29
75
46

3.07
15.2
772
8.61
39.9
580

11.5
49.4
215
25.41
107.8
380

Iter.

MB
per 

565
767
1003
1255
1424
1594

20
86
317
34
84
194

Table 3
Numeri al solution times for the FMS and the Kanban models on ma hine2

su h that ea h blo k an t within the available RAM. For example, Kanban
(l = 8) was solved using both 25 and 55 blo ks. The solution time in both
ases was almost the same, and we reported the result with 55 blo ks in the
table. For large models, an in rease in the number of blo ks may lead to a
de rease in the solution time due to a a hing e e t. Figure 3(b) demonstrates
su h behaviour for FMS (l = 11).
The run times of our symboli out-of- ore solution are re orded in olumn
8 under out ore. In order to measure the relative performan e of our outof- ore algorithm, we ran PRISM on the same models and ma hines using
the in- ore hybrid MTBDD engine and the resulting run times are listed in
olumn 7 under in ore; Figure 3(d) represents this relative performan e. All
the solution times reported are real times. The last olumn indi ates the
amount of memory required to store the probability ve tor (n doubles). The
run time for FMS (l = 12) was taken after running 100 iterations; we were
not able to wait for its onvergen e, and hen e the total number of iterations
is not reported in the table.
The symboli out-of- ore algorithm has also been tested on ma hine2, a
single pro essor ma hine with a relatively slower CPU and smaller RAM than
ma hine1. This is to demonstrate the e e tiveness of the algorithm on average
apa ity workstations, and in parti ular on a single CPU ma hine. Table
3 lists the performan e measures of the algorithm on ma hine2, whi h are
identi al to the measures reported in Table 2. We observe that the ratio
between the out ore run times listed in Table 2 and Table 3 re e ts the ratio
(1600MHz/440MHz) between the speeds of the two pro essors.
The symboli out-of- ore algorithm has been extensively tested and analysed; Figure 3 displays various performan e hara teristi s of the algorithm.
Figures 3(a), 3(b) and 3(e) depi t the e e t of in reasing the number of blo ks
that the probability ve tor is divided into on the total solution times for Kanban and FMS system respe tively. This solution time e e t versus the number
of blo ks has been plotted for various sizes of CTMC matri es and a onsistent pattern has been observed. For example, in Figure 3(b), the proportional
in rease in solution time for FMS (l = 11) is 2:4, although the proportional
in rease in the number of ve tor blo ks is 12. We also observe that the pro12
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Fig. 3. Performan e graphs of the symboli out-of- ore solution
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portional in rease in total time de reases as the size of the matrix in reases
(for example, 5:1 for FMS (l = 8) redu es to 2:4 for FMS (l = 11) ). Figure
3( ) displays the relationship between the memory requirement of the solution
for various numbers of blo ks. As expe ted, the memory requirement of the
out-of- ore solution de reases with an in rease in the number of blo ks.
In Figure 3(d) we have plotted the ratio of the in- ore and out-of- ore run
times listed in Table 2 (on ma hine1), against the number of states for both
models. The dashed horizontal line in this plot indi ates the ideal behaviour
(in ore = out ore) desirable for out-of- ore solution, and the verti al dotted
line indi ates the number of states where the out-of- ore solution supposedly
(be ause of thrashing for in- ore solution) rea hes the ideal behaviour. We
note that the maximum slow-down is 3:24, and that the performan e of the
algorithm improves with the in rease in the number of states. Figure 3(f)
plots the same information but this time for ma hine2 (Table 3).
6

Con lusion

A new symboli out-of- ore algorithm has been introdu ed in this paper along
with its implementation and a detailed analysis. The e e tiveness of the algorithm has been demonstrated by testing it on two large models, and by solving
models with up to 133 million states. It is evident that even larger systems
an be solved by dividing the probability ve tor into a larger number of blo ks.
The paper has extended the limits on the size of models that are solvable on a
single workstation by relaxing the limitations of the hybrid MTBDD approa h
of [19℄, whi h was aused by the need to store probability ve tors expli itly.
This approa h is equally appli able to other symboli methods su h as Matrix
Diagrams as well as the Krone ker methods, whi h have also been hindered
by the same limitations.
Although it has been demonstrated in this paper that very large models an
be solved on a modern workstation using our symboli out-of- ore approa h,
the solution pro ess for large models is quite slow. In future we will extend
this approa h by employing parallelisation.
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